Introduction: {#S1}
=============

Obtaining structural and dynamics information on biomolecules is critical for understanding their functions and mechanisms. Solution-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy provides such information at atomic resolution and in a quantitative manner. A main advantage of NMR is that it queries individual atoms within a biomolecule to provide information on structure and local and global dynamics. However, extracting such information relies heavily on the ability to resolve individual atomic resonances. Spectral complexity and line broadening severely limit the application of NMR, particularly for larger systems.

One of the most impactful developments in biomolecular NMR has been the implementation of transverse relaxation optimized spectroscopy (TROSY)^[@R1],\ [@R2]^. The transverse relaxation rate (R~2~) determines the width of the NMR signal and it increases with the size of the system. Therefore, signals originating from larger biomolecules are broader. Two major factors that determine R~2~ at high magnetic field strengths are chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) and the dipole-dipole relaxation (DD). The TROSY experiment selects a component of the NMR signal for which CSA and DD negate each other, resulting in narrower lines. TROSY has enabled studies of large systems such as the 670 kDa 20S proteasome^[@R3]^ and the 900 kDa GroEL-GroES complex^[@R4]^.

Despite these advances, NMR studies of biomolecules larger than 30 kDa remain far from routine and need further methodological developments. Fluorine-19 (^19^F) NMR is re-emerging as a preferred method to detect weak interactions in biomolecules and to study the structure and dynamics of proteins and nucleic acids. ^19^F NMR provided early evidence of scalar coupling^[@R5]^ and the nuclear Overhauser effect^[@R6]^ in the 1950s and was introduced into biological NMR in the 1970s^[@R7]^. However, its use for study of biological systems has been limited due to the rapid ^19^F-CSA-driven relaxation that occurs at high magnetic fields. Nevertheless, the power of ^19^F NMR has been illustrated by studying GPCR dynamics using site-specific-CF~3~ labelling strategies^[@R8],\ [@R9]^. ^19^F NMR has also been used to probe DNA duplex formation^[@R10]^, site-specific RNA binding^[@R11]^, RNA invasion^[@R12]^, and telomeric RNA G-quadruplex structures in vitro and in living *cells*^[@R13]^.

^19^F is one of the most NMR sensitive nuclei due to its large gyromagnetic ratio (γ = 0.941 relative to ^1^H), 100% natural abundance, and a large chemical shift range of \~200 ppm in biological systems^[@R14]^. Uniquely, ^19^F is not naturally present in biomolecules, rendering ^19^F NMR background-free and thus especially useful for *in cell* NMR experiments^[@R15],\ [@R16]^. The main disadvantage of ^19^F is its large CSA, which broadens ^19^F resonances in high molecular weight systems, even at relatively low magnetic field strengths.

To address this problem and enhance the utility of ^19^F NMR spectroscopy, we developed a 2-dimensional (2D) ^19^F-^13^C TROSY experiment. Our theoretical calculations show that the ^19^F-^13^C TROSY effect is applicable for ten different ^19^F incorporations in aromatic amino acids and eight ^19^F substitutions in nucleobases. Intriguingly, the mutual cancellation of the CSA and DD in aromatic ^19^F-^13^C systems yields TROSY resonances for ^13^C nuclei bonded to ^19^F (^13^C~F~) that are significantly narrower than those of the corresponding ^13^C resonances bonded to ^1^H (^13^C~H~). We use a ^13^C-detected experiment with TROSY selection to directly observe these narrow ^13^C~F~ resonances, which results in excellent spectral resolution. We provide both the theoretical and experimental framework for ^19^F-^13^C TROSY experiments and validate the approach on the 7 kDa protein G B1 domain (GB1)^[@R17]^, the 42 kDa maltose binding protein (MBP)^[@R18]^, and the 180-kDa α7 single-ring of the 20S proteasome core particle (CP) from *Thermoplasma acidophilum*^[@R3],\ [@R19]^, as well as a 16-mer, double-stranded DNA at low temperature.

Results: {#S2}
========

^19^F-^13^C DD-CSA cross-correlation in 3-^19^F^13^C Tyr and the TROSY effect {#S3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

While R~2~ in spin ½ nuclei like ^19^F and ^13^C is dominated by DD and CSA mechanisms, their individual contribution can vary. In the case of aromatic ^19^F-^13^C systems, the line width is dominated by the CSA mechanism, especially at high magnetic fields. We calculated chemical shielding tensors for ten ^19^F-^13^C spin pairs at various positions in aromatic amino acid side chains using DFT methods ([Supplementary Note I](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; axiality and rhombicity parameters of the CSA tensors are collected in [Supplementary Table 1](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and then used the Bloch-Redfield-Wangsness relaxation theory module available in the *Spinach*^[@R20]^ library to compute the R~2~ relaxation rates for each ^13^C-^19^F pair ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). While there are variations in R~2~, dependent on the amino acid type and ^19^F position, the calculations indicate that the R~2~ of the TROSY component of ^13^C~F~ is 3 to 18-fold slower than that of the corresponding decoupled resonance. Thus, selective detection of the ^13^C~F~ TROSY resonance would yield sensitive, high-resolution NMR spectra for ^19^F-^13^C pairs in any aromatic amino acid.

CSA contribution to the R~2~ scales quadratically with the magnetic field, while the DD contribution is much less sensitive to increase in magnetic field strength. This is reflected in the magnetic-field-dependent increase in R~2~ calculated for decoupled resonances (e.g.: 3-^19^F Tyr; [Fig.1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, blue triangles). However, CSA relaxation that is comparable to DD relaxation often generates favourable DD-CSA cross-correlation, which makes one of the components of the ^13^C~F~ coupled doublet relax slower compared to the other ([Fig. 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, red squares). Which doublet component relaxes slower depends on the angles between the DD and the CSA tensor axes, and on the sign of the *J*-coupling. The narrower (slower relaxing) line is referred to as the transverse-relaxation-optimized "TROSY" line^[@R1],\ [@R2]^. For the ^13^C~F~ resonances, our estimates indicate that the TROSY component of the ^13^C~F~ doublet relaxes 8.7 times slower (6.1 s^−1^) compared to the decoupled signal (53 s^−1^) for 3-^19^F Tyr incorporated in a 42 kDa protein at 600 MHz (^1^H frequency; τ~c~ = 25 ns at 25 °C) ([Fig. 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). By comparison, the TROSY components of ^13^C~H~ resonances relax with a rate of 43 s^−1^ ([Fig. 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) under identical conditions. On the other hand, the TROSY effect on the ^19^F~C~ and ^1^H~C~ resonances is rather small ([Fig. 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 1d](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, selective detection of TROSY resonances from ^13^C~F~ would allow detection of the ^19^F-^13^C pair with high sensitivity and resolution.

Experimental observation of ^19^F-^13^C TROSY effect from 1D ^13^C spectra {#S4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to harness the power of aromatic ^19^F-^13^C TROSY selection and to avoid splitting of ^13^C resonances by the one-bond C-C coupling (^1^J~CC~ \~60Hz), we synthesized a selectively ^13^C-labeled and fluorinated tyrosine, 3,5-^13^C~2~-3-fluoro-L-tyrosine, which has a ^19^F-^13^C pair at the 3^rd^ position in the aromatic ring (3-^19^F~13C~ Tyr), using a modified method described by Kitevski-LeBlanc *et al.*^[@R21]^. To demonstrate the applicability of the ^19^F-^13^C TROSY experiment, we expressed two model systems, a small protein, G B1 domain (GB1), and a larger protein system, maltose binding protein (MBP) in *E. coli* using 3-^19^F~13C~ Tyr.

GB1 (τ~c~ = 5 ns) which harbours three tyrosine residues, gives three resonance pairs in its 1D ^13^C spectrum, each of which are separated by \~240 Hz, the expected ^19^F -^13^C (^1^J~CF~) coupling value ([Fig. 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The TROSY effect is clearly seen in these 1D spectra acquired at different field strengths. The TROSY resonances which are up-field are intense and narrow while the down-field anti-TROSY signals are weak and broad. ^1^H decoupling was applied during acquisition to remove remote (\>two-bond) ^1^H couplings. Although our labelling technique removed the strong one-bond ^13^C-^13^C coupling (^1^J~CC~ \~ 60Hz), the ^13^C-labeling at the 5^th^ position in the aromatic ring, originating from the stable-isotope precursor, caused a two-bond ^13^C-^13^C coupling (^2^J~CC~ \~7 Hz). The narrow TROSY lines make this small coupling clearly visible in the 1D ^13^C spectra as a testament to the resolution gain ([Fig. 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

To compare the effect of TROSY on ^13^C~F~ and ^13^C~H~ resonances at equivalent positions, we recorded a 1D ^13^C spectrum of unlabelled GB1 using natural abundance ^13^C, to negate the ^1^J~CC~ coupling. Although the TROSY effect can be seen clearly in the sharper, more intense up-field TROSY component of the ^13^C~H~ resonances, the linewidths are much broader than those of ^13^C~F~ ([Fig. 2b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), highlighting the effect of the significantly slower R~2~ of ^13^C~F~. It should be noted that to see the TROSY effect, ^1^H decoupling could not be applied during ^13^C~H~ detection and therefore the remote ^1^H couplings contribute to the line broadening. Nevertheless, unlike the very narrow ^13^C~F~ lines, which allowed resolution of the 7Hz ^2^J~CC~ couplings, the broader lines of the ^13^C~H~ nuclei obscure the individual detection of these remote couplings. Of note, TROSY resonance of ^13^C~F~ is the up-field component, whereas the TROSY resonance of ^13^C~H~ is the down-field component due to the opposite sign of the ^19^F-^13^C and ^1^H-^13^C ^1^J-coupling (negative and positive, respectively).

The 2D ^19^F-^13^C TROSY experiment {#S5}
-----------------------------------

Our 1D-^13^C~F~ data indicated the need to choose the up-field ^13^C~F~ component for TROSY selection in a 2D ^13^C-^19^F TROSY experiment. Theoretical calculations showed that the ^19^F~C~ TROSY component relaxed more slowly as compared to the decoupled resonance. To observe the TROSY effect on ^19^F~C~ and choose the correct TROSY resonance we recorded decoupled and coupled ^13^C-^19^F HSQCs of MBP ([Supplementary Fig. 2](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The coupled spectrum showed that the up-field ^19^F component was narrower, which, when taken together with the 1D-^13^C results, indicates that the top-right resonance is the TROSY component.

To selectively choose the TROSY resonance we designed an experiment with an ST2PT pulse scheme for TROSY selection (^13^C-^19^F TROSY-SE), similar to that used for the ^15^N-^1^H TROSY-HSQC^[@R22]^ ([Supplementary Fig. 2](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In this sensitivity enhanced pulse-sequence design, the experiment starts with and ends on ^19^F magnetization, the nucleus with the larger gyromagnetic ratio, with the ^13^C frequency encoded in the indirect dimension. However, while the experiment worked well for GB1, the experiment was not sufficiently sensitive for the higher molecular weight protein MBP (42 kDa), as we were not able to observe all the fifteen 3-^19^F~13C~ Tyr resonances at 25 °C. We hypothesized that this was due to faster relaxation of the ^19^F~C~ nuclei. The CSA of ^19^F~C~ accelerates its relaxation significantly and is the primary reason for the poor sensitivity observed in the ^13^C-^19^F TROSY-SE experiment. Indeed, shortening the experiment by removing the sensitivity enhancement block had no significant effect on signal intensity, as the reduction in time cancels the gain of the sensitivity enhancement block ([Supplementary Fig. 3](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The contributions of CSA from ^19^F and ^13^C nuclei to the R~2~ of the coherences present in the ^13^C-^19^F TROSY pulse sequence are shown in [Supplementary Fig. 4](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Any coherence with transverse ^19^F magnetization (^19^F~x/y~,^19^F~x/y~^13^C~z~,^19^F~x/y~^13^C ~x/y~) experiences \~22-fold faster CSA relaxation as compared to that of ^13^C (^13^C~x/y~,^19^F~z~^13^C~x/y~), suggesting that it would be beneficial to minimize the time ^19^F spends in the transverse plane. We estimated that, for a 42 kDa protein, \~30% of the initial magnetization is lost during the first INEPT transfer from ^19^F to ^13^C due to relaxation. Consequently, we shortened the pulse sequence by employing an out-and-stay design in which the experiment starts with excitation and indirect encoding of one of the nuclei, ^13^C or ^19^F, and ends with the direct detection and encoding of the other. Using this approach, we designed two additional experiments a ^13^C-^19^F TROSY, which begins with ^13^C magnetization and ends on ^19^F, and a ^19^F-^13^C TROSY, which starts with ^19^F magnetization and ends on ^13^C, the more slowly relaxing nucleus ([Supplementary Fig. 5](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These experiments utilize the ST2PT block where the phases of the first 90° pulse in ^13^C and ^19^F, respectively, are chosen to observe the upfield ^13^C~F~ TROSY component ([Supplementary Fig. 6](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Although the ^13^C -^19^F TROSY was more sensitive than the ^19^F-^13^C TROSY, the latter had much better resolution ([Fig. 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}--[c](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Fifteen intense and isolated ^19^F-^13^C pairs were detected by the out-and-stay experiments, which correspond to the fifteen Tyr residues in MBP. This resolution demonstrates the advantage of the 2D experiments, as both the ^19^F and ^13^C 1D-spectra of MBP cannot resolve individual resonances ([Fig. 3d](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [3e](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

The ^13^C- and ^19^F-detected out-and-stay designs had substantially greater sensitivity than the ^19^F-detected out-and-back style method. In the ^19^F-^13^C TROSY pulse program, we take advantage of the large polarization of ^19^F with its initial magnetization and the faster longitudinal relaxation of ^19^F~C~ (T~1~ \~0.5s) to allow faster recycling delays than are possible in a design where we start with ^13^C~F~ magnetization (T~1~ \~1.4s) ([Supplementary Fig. 7](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, by starting on ^19^F, the nuclei with the narrower ^13^C~F~ TROSY resonances are encoded in the direct dimension, which allows access to high-resolution without sacrificing experimental time.

The choice between the ^19^F and ^13^C detected out-and-stay experiments is dependent on the sample concentration, the rotational correlation time of the sample, the sample-dependent spectral width in the individual dimensions, the field strength and the probe design. Although we recorded both ^19^F- and ^13^C-detected experiments for comparison and have outlined the advantages of each above, we favour the ^19^F-^13^C TROSY pulse program. In this design, the maximum evolution in the indirect ^19^F dimension is limited to \~20 ms for sensitivity, and the more slowly relaxing ^13^C is encoded in the direct dimension for \>200 ms, giving access to the high resolution unlocked by the ^19^F-^13^C TROSY effect.

Comparison of ^19^F-^13^C TROSY with ^1^H-^13^C TROSY {#S6}
-----------------------------------------------------

The TROSY resonances of ^13^C~F~ in 3-^19^F Tyr are \~7 times narrower than the corresponding ^13^C~H~ for systems across a wide range of molecular weights ([Supplementary Fig. 8](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As an illustration, the linewidth of the ^13^C~F~ TROSY resonance of a protein with τ~c~ = 95 ns is narrower than the ^13^C~H~ TROSY resonance of a protein with τ~c~ = 15 ns. This is due to the more efficient cross-correlation process (or TROSY effect) in the ^19^F-^13^C system, where the magnitude of the CSA term in the spin Hamiltonian is comparable to the dipole-dipole interaction. Thus, selecting the TROSY component of ^13^C~F~ will yield sharper lines than those of ^13^C~H~. To experimentally validate this, we took advantage of the presence of two ^13^C-labelled carbons in 3-^19^F~13C~ Tyr. While the carbon at position 3 is bonded to a ^19^F atom, the carbon at position 5 is bonded to ^1^H. This labelling pattern allows the measurement of ^1^H-^13^C and ^19^F-^13^C aromatic TROSY on the same sample. We recorded ^13^C-detected ^19^F-^13^C and ^1^H-^13^C TROSY spectra of 3-^19^F~13C~ Tyr-labelled MBP at 25 °C and at 10 °C ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). A 42 kDa MBP at 10 °C, behaves with the relaxation properties of a \~65 kDa protein at 25 °C. At 25 °C, in the ^19^F-^13^C TROSY we observe 15 sharp and well-resolved cross-peaks as expected for the 15 Tyr. By comparison, only 12 strong and 2 weaker peaks are observed in the ^1^H-^13^C TROSY, and the cross-peaks are clearly broader when compared to their ^19^F-^13^C TROSY counterparts. At 10 °C, the advantage of the ^19^F-^13^C TROSY compared to the ^1^H-^13^C TROSY is more pronounced. ^19^F-^13^C TROSY lines are moderately broadened at 10 °C, while the linewidths of the ^1^H-^13^C TROSY cross-peaks are severely broadened, so that only two cross-peaks can still be recognized.

The effect of molecular weight on the relaxation of the ^19^F-^13^C TROSY component can be further highlighted by comparing the TROSY and the anti-TROSY resonances. ([Supplementary Fig. 9](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A larger molecular weight system can be mimicked by observation at lower temperatures. The linewidth and intensity of the TROSY resonances were barely affected by lowering the temperature from 25 °C to 10 °C, whereas the anti-TROSY resonances were severely broadened and diminished in intensity.

In addition to the fifteen intense peaks observed for MBP, there are some additional weaker signals observed in the ^19^F-^13^C TROSY spectrum ([Supplementary Fig. 10](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Rotation along the Cγ-Cβ bond is commonly referred to as an aromatic ring flip and has been previously observed for several aromatic amino acids (non-fluorinated). Some of these ring flips have been shown to be in slow exchange on the chemical shift time scale^[@R23]^. In unlabelled Tyr residues this leads to two distinct signals of equal intensity due to the symmetry of the aromatic ring. In contrast, 3-^19^F~13C~ Tyr is no longer symmetric and the differences between ^19^F and ^1^H, e.g. the ability of fluorine to hydrogen bond, could shift the equilibrium towards one conformation, producing the observed additional peaks of lesser intensity

To show the applicability of the ^19^F-^13^C TROSY to a more challenging and biologically relevant system, we prepared the 3-^19^F~13C~ labelled 180-kDa α7 single-ring of the 20S proteasome core particle (CP) from *Thermoplasma acidophilum*^[@R3]^. This particle lacks residues 97-103 (including one Tyr), to prevent formation of the α7-α7 subunit^[@R19]^, and thus, our final construct contained 10 Tyr residues. ^19^F-^13^C TROSY spectra at 45 °C (τc = 66 ns), 50 °C (τc = 60 ns)^[@R3],\ [@R24]^ and 60 °C (τc = 50 ns), show 8-10 discrete 3-^19^F~13C~ Tyr signals ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

^19^F-^13^C TROSY effect in ribonucleic acids {#S7}
---------------------------------------------

The aromatic ^1^H-^13^C TROSY effect has been previously harnessed to obtain narrow lines in nucleic acid NMR^[@R25]^, and independently, ^19^F-substituted nucleobases have been used in the study of nucleic acids, including *in cell* NMR applications^[@R13],\ [@R26]^. Therefore, we posited that the aromatic ^19^F-^13^C TROSY described here could also be applied to nucleic acids. We calculated R~2~ to determine the TROSY effect for guanine, uracil, thymine, cytosine and adenine nucleobases, with ^19^F substitutions in eight different positions ([Supplementary Fig. 11](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For the following discussion, we will consider a fluorinated nucleotide and its non-fluorinated counterpart, to be part of a nucleic acid with a τ~c~ of 25 ns measured at 600 MHz.

For a nucleobase harbouring a ^19^F-^13^C pair, our calculations predicted that the TROSY component of ^13^C~F~ would, on average, relax 4 times slower than the equivalent decoupled resonance. Similar to the aromatic amino acids, the cross-correlation of ^13^C-^19^F pairs is more effective than that of ^13^C-^1^H pairs in nucleic acids (e.g. 5-^19^F Uracil, [Supplementary Fig. 12](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This makes the R~2~ of the TROSY component on average 3 times slower for ^13^C~F~ than that of ^13^C~H~ at the same position. 2-fluoroadenine represents a special case, where the TROSY component of ^13^C~F~ relaxes 58 times slower as compared to the decoupled resonance, yielding theoretically predicted linewidths of \< 1Hz. This ^13^C~F~ TROSY relaxation rate is approximately 29 times slower than the TROSY component of the corresponding ^13^C~H~. Intriguingly, the ^19^F~C~ R~2~ rates of several nucleotide configurations are considerably slower than those of aromatic amino acids. For example, the ^19^F~C~ relaxation rate of the TROSY component in 5-fluorocytosine is only 181 Hz in comparison to the 520 Hz of 3-^19^F Tyr.

To experimentally observe the ^13^C-^19^F TROSY effect in nucleic acids, we synthesized a double stranded 16-mer 5-fluorouracil-substituted DNA. We used natural abundance ^13^C to record ^19^F-^13^C correlations at 5 °C ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). An approximate rotational correlation time of 11.6 ns was calculated using HYDRONMR^[@R27]^. The coupled ^19^F-^13^C HSQC spectrum shows four resonances with a sharp and intense top right component. Similar to what was previously observed for 3-^19^F~13C~ Tyr, the upfield shifted carbon components are clearly narrower than the downfield counterparts. [Figure 6b](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [c](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, show selection for the TROSY and anti-TROSY components in the 5-fluoruracil 16-mer at 5 °C, respectively. The TROSY effect can also be observed for the upfield ^19^F~C~ component, confirming the prediction of an effective ^19^F~C~ TROSY for 5-fluorouracil.

Discussion: {#S8}
===========

Fluorinated amino acids and nucleobases are easily incorporated into proteins and nucleic acids, respectively, as demonstrated here and reviewed elsewhere^[@R28],\ [@R29]^. Indeed, ^19^F is often considered an isostere of ^1^H, due to their similar van der Waals radii^[@R30]^. Unlike other chemical modifications, fluorine incorporation into the aromatic rings of amino acids seems to have minimal effect on the structure and function of the resulting protein^[@R31]^, although this might be protein-specific. If incorporation of a given ^19^F-labelled amino acid is found to be detrimental, fractional labelling can be used to dial down the percentage of incorporation. This strategy was recently applied to improve the stability and spectral quality of 3-fluoro-phenylalanine labelled calmodulin^[@R32]^.

In general, incorporation of fluorinated aromatic amino acids is usually not a technical obstacle for those proteins that express in high yields in *E. coli*. In our hands, expression of MBP and GB1 yielded 100 mg of purified protein per litre of *E. coli* culture. Other fluorinated aromatic amino acids have been expressed with similarly excellent yields, using auxotrophic strains or by incorporation of 5-fluoroindole as a precursor for 5-fluorotryptophan^[@R33],\ [@R34]^. However, incorporation of fluorinated aromatic amino acids using yeast or other eukaryotic expression systems will require further optimization. For example, *P. pastoris* strain X33 Δaro1 has been previously used in this context^[@R35]^, although in this strain incorporation of the fluorinated amino acids was stochastic, yielding mixtures of differentially fluorinated proteins^[@R36]^. Additionally, while fluorinated amino acids can be recognized as substrates by aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (AARSs), their efficiency of recognition is generally worse than that of their natural counterparts. In light of this, efficient incorporation of ^19^F-labeled aromatic amino acids in a eukaryotic expression system may require directed evolution of AARSs, or co-expression of AARSs specific for the given non-canonical amino acid. Thus, some additional development of eukaryotic overexpression systems will be needed to further broaden the range of proteins that can be subjected to ^19^F-^13^C TROSY.

Site specific ^19^F resonance assignment can be accomplished through the use of site-directed mutagenesis of the relevant residue or nearby residues^[@R31]^, in conjunction with an HCCF-COSY experiment^[@R21]^, or with heteronuclear NOESY (HOESY) between ^19^F and ^1^H^[@R37]^. Alternatively, one can exploit the scalar coupling between the fluorine nucleus and adjacent aromatic protons^[@R38]^, or use solvent-induced isotope shift experiments to evaluate solvent accessibility^[@R23],\ [@R39]^. The latter would greatly benefit from the ^19^F-^13^C TROSY effect. The pulse programs described here can be incorporated into the aforementioned NMR experiments, and introduce an additional dimension using the ^13^C-^19^F correlation, thus facilitating resonance assignment. The unique chemical shift of the fluorinated ^13^C resonances at \~150 ppm, separated from the aromatic ^13^C~H~ resonances (at \~120 ppm), will further aid the assignment of ^19^F resonances. With the appropriate NMR probe design, experiments that encode both ^1^H-^13^C and ^19^F-^13^C correlations can be recorded using parallel receivers^[@R40]^.

The specific NMR probe design we used here does not allow ^1^H decoupling during the detection period, resulting in lines broadened by not only ^2^J~CC~ couplings (\~7 Hz) but ^2^J~CH~ and ^3^J~CH~ couplings as well, as seen in the ^19^F-^13^C TROSY spectra of MBP ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, a probe design that allows ^1^H decoupling during the detection period would result in further improvement of linewidths and signal height. We demonstrate the effect of additional ^1^H decoupling using a room temperature probe that allows pulsing on ^1^H, in addition to pulses applied on the ^13^C and ^19^F channels ([Supplementary Fig. 13](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Since the interference of ^19^F-^13^C dipole-dipole coupling and CSA is most effective on ^13^C~F~ nuclei, and only marginally affects ^19^F~C~ relaxation rates, the ^13^C spin could be decoupled during ^19^F evolution in a ^13^C-^19^F TROSY experiment to enhance sensitivity, as done in aromatic ^13^C-^1^H TROSY experiments.

The fact that we were able to observe the \~7Hz splitting of the ^13^C~F~ TROSY resonance ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) is a powerful illustration of the linewidth improvements that can be obtained using ^19^F-^13^C TROSY. However, the ^2^J~CC~ coupling does introduce additional level of complexity and could be removed by selective ^13^C labelling or band selective ^13^C decoupling in a ^13^C-^19^F TROSY experiment. Furthermore, it should be noted that 4-^19^F-^13^C Phe can be synthesized from commercially available 4-^13^C Tyr^[@R41]^. This amino acid would have a single ^13^C connected to ^19^F, thereby obviating the need for ^13^C decoupling. Fluorinated analogues of tryptophan, 4-, 5-, 6- and 7-fluorotryptophan have been used quite extensively as fluorescent and NMR probes^[@R42],\ [@R43]^. However, synthesizing the corresponding isotopomers containing a ^13^C-^19^F bond is challenging because the ^13^C-fluoroindole moiety has to be chemically or enzymatically assembled from simpler ^13^C-labeled precursors^[@R44]^. Treatment of tryptophan with an electrophilic fluorinating agent under the conditions reported here for tyrosine yields 3-fluorooxindole instead of fluorotryptophan^[@R45]^.

The ability to disperse the ^19^F~C~ peaks with the narrow ^13^C~F~ resonances provides a new strategy for investigating dynamic processes, including weak binding, enzyme kinetics, conformational exchange, and protein folding, as well as the physical and thermodynamic properties of proteins and nucleic acids^[@R29]^. ^19^F-^13^C TROSY combined with ^19^F relaxation dispersion measurements would enable us to monitor a wide range of dynamics at different timescales. The large chemical shift dispersion and the sensitivity of the ^19^F chemical shift, coupled with the dispersion of the ^19^F chemical shift by the narrow ^13^C resonances, enables the resolution of minor states and the detection of exchange processes (in the range of 100-500 μs) that cannot be explored with traditional ^13^C- or ^15^N-relaxation-dispersion experiments^[@R46],\ [@R47]^.

Reduced spectral crowding and the strong ^1^J~CF~ coupling make the ^13^C-^19^F spin-pair an excellent tool to measure residual dipolar couplings (RDCs). RDCs provide distance independent information about structure and dynamics^[@R48]^. Since the TROSY effect is largely experienced by the ^13^C nuclei, measuring both resonances corresponding to the ^13^C~F~ TROSY component, will yield sharp and intense peaks, which could be used to extract residual dipolar couplings (RDC).

The 2D ^19^F-^13^C correlation spectrum can also be used in conjunction with protein-observed ^19^F-fragment screening^[@R28]^ to elucidate information about the binding sites of fragments on the surface of the protein. The method could further be extended to study the interactions of fluorine-bearing small molecules with bio-molecules, particularly if the cross correlation between the ^19^F-^13^C DD and CSA relaxation is favourable.

Fluorinated nucleotides are frequently employed as cancer drug antimetabolites. For example, 5-fluorouracil and its prodrug capecitabine are used for the treatment of cancers, including colorectal, breast, and head and neck malignancies^[@R49]^. Fludarabine, a prodrug of 2-fluoroadenosine, has been approved for clinical use for the treatment of leukaemia and has shown strong potential for prostate cancer^[@R50]^. However, the mechanisms of action for these drugs are incompletely understood, and their use is associated with serious side effects^[@R50]^. With the ^19^F-^13^C -TROSY, we could leverage the slow ^13^C~F~ relaxation predicted for 2-fluoroadenosine and 5-fluorouracil, in combination with *in cell* NMR, to investigate binding, number of targets and metabolism of these drugs.

In summary, we have demonstrated that the ^19^F-^13^C TROSY experiment with ^13^C direct detection can generate spectra with sensitive, high-resolution signals from a high molecular weight system up to 180 kDa. Theoretical calculations of transverse relaxation rates for the ^13^C~F~, ^13^C~H~ and the ^15^N-^1^H (^15^N~H~) TROSY components reveal that the narrow ^13^C~F~ TROSY resonances are sharper than any other resonance in biological NMR, including the extremely narrow ^15^N~H~ TROSY resonances ([Supplementary Fig. 14](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It should also be noted that detection of ^13^C~F~ TROSY does not need deuteration, which is required for the methyl TROSY. In addition, observing one resonance per aromatic amino acid of choice vastly reduces the spectral complexity as compared to detecting resonances of methyl bearing amino acids.

Given that aromatic residues are critical in providing the structural framework and play an important role in the function of biomolecules, the ^19^F-^13^C TROSY we describe here will expand the utility of the existing arsenal of NMR methods and allow the detection of these residues in both high molecular weight systems as well as in biomolecular systems with complex conformational behaviours where standard NMR strategies are impeded.

Online Methods: {#S9}
===============

Synthesis of 3,5-^13^C~2~-3-fluoro-L-tyrosine (3-F Tyr) {#S10}
-------------------------------------------------------

Selectfluor® was purchased from Fluorochem (Hadfield, UK). HPLC-grade acetonitrile and methanol as well as all other reagents were purchased from Labimex Ltd (Sofia, Bulgaria) and used without further purification. 3,5-^13^C~2~-L-tyrosine was purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories (Tewksbury, MA). Preparative HPLC was performed on a Waters® 600 Delta system equipped with a Phenomenex® Luna C-18 column (250 × 21 mm, 5μ) and electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) detection in the positive mode using a Waters® Micromass ZQ 2000. NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker 500 MHz spectrometer equipped with an AvanceIII console.

The synthesis follows a modified procedure of Kitevski-LeBlanc *et al.*^[@R21]^ ([Supplementary Note II](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). L-tyrosine (phenol-3,5-^13^C~2~, 95-99%) (100 mg, 0.55 mmol) was suspended in 20 mL of acetonitrile:water (4:1) in a screw cap vial and heated to 80°C for 30 minutes in a polyethylene glycol 400 bath. The vial was removed from the bath briefly, Selectfluor® (N-Fluoro-N'-chloromethyltriethylenediaminebis(tetrafluoro-borate)) (586 mg, 2.4 equivalents) was added, and the vial was returned to the heating bath. The suspension cleared within minutes and stirring was continued for 1h at 80°C. The course of the reaction was monitored by mass spectrometry. At the end of the 1 h incubation, the ratio of tyrosine to 3-fluorotyrosine and 3,5-difluorotyrosine was 30:60:10. Longer reaction times or excess of fluorinating agent resulted in larger fractions of difluorinated product, which could not be recycled, unlike unreacted tyrosine. The reaction solution was diluted with 20 mL of 0.1 M HCl and the acetonitrile was evaporated fully under reduced pressure. The remaining aqueous solution was filtered through a 0.45 μm PTFE syringe filter and purified in 5 mL volumes by preparative HPLC with ESI-MS detection. Gradient elution over a 15-min period at a flow rate of 13 mL/min with a starting solvent ratio of 1.25:1.25:97.5 (methanol:acetonitrile:0.1% HCOOH) and an ending solvent ratio of 10:10:80 (methanol:acetonitrile:0.1% HCOOH) was used. Retention times of tyrosine, 3-fluorotyrosine and 3,5-difluorotyrosine were 9.4 min, 10.3 min and 11.8 min, respectively. 3-fluorotyrosine-containing fractions were evaporated under reduced pressure to a film, which was then triturated with diethyl ether to yield 40 mg of tan powder (36% from tyrosine). In addition, another 15 mg of unreacted tyrosine was recovered.

^1^H NMR (500 MHz CD~3~OD:D~2~O (1:1)) δ 3.10 (dd, *J* = 14.7, 7.5 Hz, 1H), δ 3.23 (dd, *J* = 14.7, 5.5 Hz, 1H), δ 4.08 (dd, *J* = 7.5, 5.5 Hz, 1H), δ 6.97 (d, *J* = 8.3, 1H), δ 6.98 (dq, *J* = 161.3, 8.7 Hz, 1H), δ 7.08 (ddd, *J*= 11.9, 5.6, 1.63 Hz). ^13^C NMR (126 MHz, CD~3~OD:D~2~O (1:1)) δ 118.20 (d, *J* = 7.2 Hz), δ 151.28 (dd, *J* = 245.3, 7.2 Hz). ^19^F NMR (471 MHz, CD~3~OD:D~2~O (1:1)) δ −136.5 (d, *J* = 245.3 Hz). LRMS calculated for C~7~^13^C~2~H~11~FNO~3~^+^ \[M+H\]⁺ 202.08, found 202.12.

Expression and purification of 3-F Tyr GB1, MBP and the single-ring *a*7 particle of the 20S proteasome core particle: {#S11}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BL21 (DE3) *E. coli* were transformed with plasmids encoding the protein G B1 domain (GB1; pET9d), maltose binding protein (MBP; pMALC4X), or the single-ring α7 particle (α7, modified pET^[@R3]^). Cultures were grown at 37 °C in a shaker-incubator in M9 minimal medium supplemented with 2 g/L ^13^C-glucose and 1 g/L ^15^NH~4~Cl. To achieve uniform incorporation of 3-^19^F^13^C tyrosine, cells were first grown to an optical density of 0.5 measured at a wavelength of 600 nm (OD~600~). Then 1 g/L glyphosate was added, along with 50 mg/L 3-^19^F^13^C [l]{.smallcaps}-tyrosine, 50 mg/L [l]{.smallcaps}-phenylalanine, and 50 mg/L [l]{.smallcaps}-tryptophan for GB1 and MBP expression. α7 was expressed with 80% 3-^19^F^13^C [l]{.smallcaps}-tyrosine labelling. To this end 70 mg/L [l]{.smallcaps}-phenylalanine, 70 mg/L [l]{.smallcaps}-tryptophan, 5 mg/L [l]{.smallcaps}-tyrosine and 30 mg/L 3-^19^F^13^C [l]{.smallcaps}-tyrosine were added alongside 1 g/L glyphosate. Cultures were grown to an OD~600~ of 0.7-0.8 at which point protein expression was induced with 1 mM isopropyl β-[d]{.smallcaps}-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). The cultures were incubated for an additional 16 h at 28 °C (MBP and GB1) or 30 °C (α7) to allow for protein expression. Cells were pelleted by centrifugation for 20 min at 4 °C at 3,500 × *g*.

GB1-expressing cell pellets were resuspended in 40 mL of GB1 lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 350 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, 5 mM β-mercaptoethanol (β-ME)) per liter of original bacterial culture and lysed by sonication. Cell debris was removed from the crude lysate by centrifugation at 4 °C for 40 min at 33,000 × *g*. GB1 was purified from the resulting supernatant by gravity-flow affinity chromatography using 5 mL (10-mL of a 50% slurry) of Ni-NTA resin (Qiagen). After washing the resin with 40 mL of 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 350 mM NaCl, 40 mM imidazole, and 5 mM β-ME, the protein was eluted in an identical buffer containing 350 mM imidazole. GB1 was then further purified using size exclusion chromatography (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Superdex 75 10/300 GL pre-packed size exclusion chromatography column) into NMR buffer (10 mM Na~2~HPO~4~ (pH 6.5), 50 mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA).

MBP-expressing cell pellets were resuspended in 40 mL MBP lysis buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA) per liter of original bacterial culture, lysed by sonication, and clarified by centrifugation for 40 min at 4 °C at 33,000 × *g*. The lysate was loaded onto 5 mL of amylose resin. After washing the resin with resuspension buffer, MBP was eluted with the addition of 40 mM [d]{.smallcaps}(+)-maltose. MBP was further purified using size exclusion chromatography (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Superdex 75 10/300 GL pre-packed size exclusion chromatography column) into NMR buffer (10 mM HEPES (pH 6.5), 1mM EDTA, 1mM β-cyclodextrin).

α7 cell pellets were disrupted by sonication, and the insoluble fraction was removed by centrifugation for 40 min at 16,000 rpm. The protein was initially purified by gravity-flow affinity chromatography using 5 ml (10-ml of a 50% slurry) of Ni-NTA resin (Qiagen). After washing the resin with 40 ml of 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 350 mM NaCl, 20 mM imidazole, and 5 mM β-ME, the protein was eluted in an identical buffer containing 350 mM imidazole. The elution fraction was dialyzed against a buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), NaCl (100 mM), and DTT (1 mM), and the His~6~-tag was removed using TEV protease. The digested proteasome was further purified using size exclusion chromatography (GE Healthcare Life Sciences "Superdex 200 10/300 GL") and eluted in 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH: 6.6) with 50 mM NaCl and 0.5 mM EDTA. The α7 single-ring particle was concentrated to 143 μM, which corresponds to a monomer concentration of 1 mM.

Typically, a 1 L expression culture produced approximately 100 mg GB1 or MBP and 50 mg α7.

5-fluorouracil-substituted DNA: {#S12}
-------------------------------

The 16-mer, double-stranded DNA sample containing a single 5-fluorodeoxyuridine nucleotide was made from two individual strands obtained from IDT (Coralville, IA) as polyacrylamide-purified samples. The 5-fluorodeoxyuridine nucleotide is known to form a base pair with an adenosine nucleotide.

The DNA sequences of the individual strands are shown below.

5' -- GCT AGG /**5F-dU**/ CA ATA CTC G - 3'

5' - CGA GTA TTG ACC TAG C -- 3'

where /5F-dU/ is the 5-fluorodeoxyuridine nucleotide (refer to [Supplementary Note III](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the structure).

The samples were annealed in TE buffer (5 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 1 mM EDTA) by heating to 80 °C and cooling to 20 °C with a ramp of 1 °C/ 5 sec. The concentration of the double stranded DNA 16-mer was determined using an extinction coefficient of 265,113 L·mol^−1^·cm^-1^. The final concentration was 1.5 mM.

NMR spectroscopy {#S13}
----------------

Experiments were performed on 1 mM GB1, 700 μM MBP, 1 mM α7 single-ring proteasome particle, or 1.5 mM 5-fluorouracil-substituted DNA. All NMR spectra were collected in the indicated NMR buffer at 298 K, unless otherwise noted. All the 2D NMR spectra were processed with NMRPipe^[@R51]^ and analysed with CcpNmr^[@R52]^. The 1D spectra were processed with Bruker TopSpin® (version 3.2).

1D ^13^C spectra on 3-^19^F^13^C Tyr GB1 and unlabelled GB1 {#S14}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The 1D ^13^C spectra of 3-^19^F^13^C Tyr GB1 (1 mM) were collected on 400, 500, 600, 800, and 900 MHz (^1^H frequency) spectrometers. The 400 MHz spectrometer is a Varian spectrometer equipped with an INOVA console and a room temperature probe. The 500, 600, 800, and 900 MHz (^1^H frequency) spectrometers are Bruker spectrometers, equipped with cryogenically cooled probes. ^1^H decoupling was applied during the acquisition and recovery time periods. The 1D ^13^C spectra of unlabelled GB1 (1 mM) were collected on 500, 600, 800, and 900 MHz (^1^H frequency) Bruker spectrometers, equipped with cryogenically cooled probes. ^1^H decoupling was not applied on the unlabelled sample to allow for observation of the TROSY component of the natural abundant ^13^C~H~ resonance at the 3^rd^ position of Tyr.

2D ^13^C-^19^F correlation spectra on MBP. {#S15}
------------------------------------------

The spectra of MBP were recorded on a 600 MHz (^1^H frequency) Bruker spectrometer equipped with a 5mm triple resonance inverse CryoProbe (TCI, ^1^H tunable to ^19^F) with ^1^H/^19^F, ^13^C, and ^15^N frequencies. The ^1^H channel was tuned to ^19^F. This configuration does not allow for ^1^H decoupling.

For the ^19^F-detected out-and-back HSQC, the spectral width in the indirect ^13^C dimension was set to 5 ppm and the spectral width in the direct ^19^F dimension was set to 40 ppm in both decoupled and coupled experiments. 256 complex points (real + imaginary) were collected in the indirect ^13^C dimension (acquisition time = 170 ms) and 4096 complex points were collected in the direct ^19^F dimension (acquisition time = 180 ms). 200 and 512 scans were collected for the coupled and decoupled HSQC, respectively, with a recycling delay of 1 second. The carrier frequencies were centred at 151.5 and −134 ppm in the ^13^C and ^19^F dimensions, respectively.

For the out-and-back style TROSY experiments (including the sensitivity enhanced version) the spectral width in the indirect ^13^C dimension was set to 5 ppm and the spectral width in the direct dimension was set to 40 ppm. 128 complex points were collected in the indirect ^13^C dimension (acquisition time = 170 ms) and 4096 complex points were collected in the direct ^19^F dimension (acquisition time = 180 ms). The carrier frequencies were centred at 151.5 and −134.0 ppm in the ^13^C and ^19^F dimensions, respectively. 200 scans were collected with a recycling delay of 1 seconds. The regular ST2PT and the sensitivity enhanced versions of the experiments were recorded in a time-equivalent fashion with the same acquisition parameters.

Two different types of out-and-stay experiments were recorded with the following parameters:

1\) ^19^F-detected, ^13^C-^19^F out-and-stay TROSY: Here the spectral width in the indirect ^13^C dimension was set to 20 ppm and the spectral width in the direct dimension was set to 40 ppm. 128 complex points were collected in the indirect ^13^C dimension (acquisition time = 21 ms) and 4096 complex points were collected in the direct ^19^F dimension (acquisition time = 90 ms). 80 scans were collected with a recycling delay of 2 seconds. The carrier frequency was centred at 151.5 ppm in the ^13^C dimension and −135.0 ppm in the ^19^F dimension.

2\) ^13^C-detected, ^19^F-^13^C out-and-stay TROSY: Here the spectral width in the indirect ^19^F dimension was set to 10.6 ppm and the spectral width in the direct ^13^C dimension was set to 39 ppm. 116 complex points were collected in the indirect ^19^F dimension (acquisition time = 10 ms) and 4096 complex points were collected in the direct ^13^C dimension (acquisition time = 348 ms). 80 scans were collected with a recycling delay of 2 seconds. The carrier frequency was centred at 151.5 ppm in the ^13^C dimension and −135 ppm in the ^19^F dimension.

To mimic a higher molecular weight system, we recoded the ^19^F-^13^C out-and-stay TROSY experiment on MBP at 10 °C. Here the spectral width in the indirect ^19^F dimension was set to 6.9 ppm and the spectral width in the direct ^13^C dimension was set to 39 ppm. 32 complex points were collected in the indirect ^19^F dimension (acquisition time = 4 ms) and 1024 complex points were collected in the direct ^13^C dimension (acquisition time = 87 ms). 400 scans were collected with a recycling delay of 1 seconds. The carrier frequency was centred at 151.5 ppm in the ^13^C dimension and −136.25 ppm in the ^19^F dimension. Spectra generated at 25 °C were truncated when compared to spectra recorded at 10 °C.

2D ^13^C-detected- ^1^H-^13^C TROSY on MBP. {#S16}
-------------------------------------------

Spectra were recorded on 600 MHz (^1^H frequency) Bruker spectrometers equipped with 5mm CPTCI and CPPTCI Prodigy Z-GRD Cryoprobes at 25 °C and 10 °C, respectively.

At 25 °C the spectral width in the indirect ^1^H dimension was set to 2 ppm and the spectral width in the direct ^13^C dimension was set to 52 ppm. 72 complex points were collected in the indirect ^1^H dimension (acquisition time = 30 ms) and 2048 complex points were collected in the direct ^13^C dimension (acquisition time = 131 ms). 160 scans were collected with a recycling delay of 1 second. The carrier frequency was centred at 125 ppm in the ^13^C dimension and 7 ppm in the ^1^H dimension.

At 10 °C the spectral width in the indirect ^1^H dimension was set to 2 ppm and the spectral width in the direct ^13^C dimension was set to 52 ppm. 128 complex points were collected in the indirect ^1^H dimension (acquisition time = 53 ms) and 2048 complex points were collected in the direct ^13^C dimension (acquisition time = 131 ms). 400 scans were collected with a recycling delay of 1 second. The carrier frequency was centred at 125 ppm in the ^13^C dimension and 7 ppm in the ^1^H dimension.

2D ^19^F-^13^C TROSY on the proteasome single-ring α7 particle. {#S17}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Spectra were recorded on a 600 MHz (^1^H frequency) Bruker spectrometer equipped with a 5mm inverse triple resonance CryoProbe (TCI, ^1^H tunable to ^19^F) with ^1^H/^19^F, ^13^C and ^15^N frequencies. The ^1^H channel was tuned to ^19^F.

All experiments recorded were ^13^C-detected, ^19^F-^13^C out-and-stay TROSYs. The spectral width in the indirect ^19^F dimension was set to 8 ppm and the spectral width in the direct ^13^C dimension was set to 97 ppm. 28 complex points were collected in the indirect ^19^F dimension (acquisition time = 3 ms) and 2048 complex points were collected in the direct ^13^C dimension (acquisition time = 70 ms). 1024 scans were collected with a recycling delay of 1 second. The carrier frequency was centred at 151.5 ppm in the ^13^C dimension and −136.5 ppm in the ^19^F dimension. The total experiment time was \~8 hours.

2D ^13^C-^19^F correlation spectra on GB1 with ^1^H decoupling. {#S18}
---------------------------------------------------------------

The GB1 spectra were recorded on a 500 MHz (^1^H frequency) Bruker spectrometer equipped with an Avance III HD console and 5mm triple resonance observe probe (TXO) tuned to ^19^F, ^13^C and ^1^H frequencies. The spectral width in the indirect ^13^C dimension was set to 5 ppm and the spectral width in the direct dimension was set to 20 ppm. 150 points were collected in the indirect ^13^C dimension (acquisition time = 238 ms) and 2048 points were collected in the direct ^19^F dimension (acquisition time = 218 ms). 48 scans were collected with a recycling delay of 1 second. The carrier frequency was centred at 151.5 ppm in the ^13^C dimension and −134.0 ppm in the ^19^F dimension. The carrier frequency in the ^1^H channel was set to 8.0 ppm. During ^19^F acquisition in the direct dimension, ^1^H decoupling was applied using a WALTZ-16 scheme^[@R53]^.

2D ^13^C-^19^F correlation spectra on 5-fluorouracil-substituted DNA. {#S19}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

The spectra of the DNA 16-mer containing a 5-fluorodeoxyuridine nucleotide were recorded on a 600 MHz (^1^H frequency) Bruker spectrometer equipped with a 5 mm inverse triple resonance CryoProbe (TCI, H tunable to F) with ^1^H/^19^F, ^13^C and ^15^N frequencies. The spectra were recorded at 5 °C to mimic a larger molecular weight system. Here we recorded a ^19^F-detected, out-and-back style, coupled HSQC and a ^19^F-detected, out-and-stay ^13^C-^19^F TROSY spectrum. The spectral width in the indirect ^13^C dimension was set to 3 ppm and the spectral width in the direct ^19^F dimension was set to 40 ppm. 55 points were collected in the indirect ^13^C dimension (acquisition time = 121 ms) and 1024 points were collected in the direct ^19^F dimension (acquisition time = 45 ms). 256 scans were collected with a recycling delay of 2 seconds. The carrier frequency was centred at 139.0 ppm in the ^13^C dimension and −165.5 ppm in the ^19^F dimension.

Calculating the correlation time of 16-mer DNA {#S20}
----------------------------------------------

The crystal structure of a 16-mer DNA duplex (pdb id: 420D) was used as a proxy for a 16-mer oligo nucleotide to estimate rotational correlation times for 5-fluorouracil-substituted DNA at 5 °C. All water molecules were stripped from the 16-mer DNA duplex and hydrodynamic calculations were performed with HYDRONMR^[@R27]^. The recommended value of 3.2 Å was chosen for the atomic element radius. The parameter NSIG (number of values of the radius of the minibead) was set to 6 and SIGMIN and SIGMAX were defined as 1.0 and 2.0, respectively. The temperature was set to 278.15 K and solvent viscosity was set to 1.5215 mPa·s.

T~1~ Measurements on ^13^C~F~ and ^19^F~C~ {#S21}
------------------------------------------

The longitudinal relaxation times (T~1~) for ^13^C~F~ and ^19^F~C~ were estimated using a 1D inversion recovery NMR experiment. The experiments were recorded using GB1 to observe the isolated ^19^F~C~ and ^13^C~F~ resonances. The T~1~ for ^19^F~C~ was measured on a Bruker Avance HD NMR spectrometer operating at 500 MHz (^1^H frequency) and equipped with a room temperature probe. 8 experiments were recorded with variable inversion recovery delays of 1, 50, 100, 500, 800, 1000, 1500, and 2000 ms. 32 scans were averaged with a recycle delay of 10 s. The carrier frequency was set to −135 ppm.

The T~1~ for ^13^C~F~ was measured on a Bruker Avance NMR spectrometer operating at 500 MHz (^1^H frequency) and equipped with a cryogenically cooled probe. 24 experiments were recorded with variable inversion recovery delays of 1, 40, 100, 200, 200, 500, 800, 1000, 1250, 1500, 1750, 2000, 2250, 2500, 2750, 3000, 3250, 3500, 3750, 4000, 4250, 4500, 4750, and 5000 ms. 104 scans were collected with a recycle delay of 10 s. The carrier frequency was set to 150 ppm.

The signal intensity was measured using Bruker TopSpin® (version 3.2). The T~1~ value was estimated by fitting an exponential curve described by $$M = M_{0}(1 - 2e^{\frac{- t}{T_{1}}})$$ where M~0~ corresponds to the intrinsic intensity of the ^19^F~C~ and ^13^C~F~ resonances without relaxation.

Simulation of the free induction decay {#S22}
--------------------------------------

We simulated free induction decays (FID) for the TROSY components of aromatic ^13^C~F~ and ^13^C~H~ spin-pairs, based on transverse relaxation rates calculated for 3-^19^F~13C~ Tyr and 3-^1^H~13C~ Tyr. To compare these to ^1^H-^15^N spin pairs, we also calculated the FID for the TROSY component of an average ^1^H-^15^N spin pair. The FIDs were simulated using the following expression: $$I_{0}\;\cos(\Omega t)e^{- tR_{2}}$$ Where I~0~ is the initial magnetization, t is the evolution time, R~2~ is the relaxation rate and Ω is the chemical shift.

The parameters I~0~, and Ω were set to 0.005 and 200 Hz respectively. The signal was evolved for 1 s and sampled at 2048 points, captured by variable t. The time domain signal was Fourier transformed and the real part is displayed. The TROSY component linewidths for a macromolecule with τ~c~ = 25 ns are 1.9, 2.3, and 13.7 Hz, for ^13^C~F~, ^15^N~H~, and ^13^C~H~, respectively. The TROSY component linewidths for a macromolecule with τ~c~ = 65 ns are 5.0, 6.1, and 35.7 Hz, for ^13^C~F~, ^15^N~H~, and ^13^C~H~, respectively.
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![Theoretical transverse relaxation rates (R~2~) of ^13^C, ^19^F, and ^1^H resonances as a function of magnetic field strength.\
(a) R~2~ of ^13^C~F~ in 3-^19^F Tyr and (b) R~2~ of ^13^C~H~ in Tyr. (c) R~2~ of ^19^F~C~ in 3-^19^F Tyr and (d) R~2~ of ^1^H~C~ at position 3 in Tyr. Here 3-^19^F Tyr (panel A inset) and Tyr are part of a 42 kDa protein with a τ~c~ of 25 ns. Red squares represent the R~2~ of the TROSY component and blue triangles represent the R~2~ of the decoupled resonances. The points are connected by a dashed line to provide visual clarity.](nihms-1520040-f0001){#F1}

![TROSY effect observed in a coupled 1D ^13^C spectrum of GB1 at multiple magnetic field strengths.\
(a) ^13^C~F~ as compared to (b) ^13^C~H~. Linewidths at half height are indicated above the TROSY component of the Tyr ^13^C~F~ or ^13^C~H~ resonances, respectively. In (a), the \~7 Hz splitting due to ^2^J~CC~ coupling is highlighted in the inset panel. Linewidth at half height is abbreviated as LW~1/2~. Note that there is no ^2^J~CC~ coupling present in ^13^C~H~ as it is recorded on natural abundance ^13^C. Due to signal overlap, only one isolated Tyr ^13^C~H~ resonance is shown in (b). In the 800 and 900 MHz spectra depicted in (a), one down-field doublet was cut off for clarity.](nihms-1520040-f0002){#F2}

![^19^F-^13^C TROSY experiments for the 42 kDa MBP with different excitation and detection schemes.\
(a) ^19^F-start, ^19^F-detected, (b) ^13^C-start, ^19^F-detected, and (c) ^19^F-start, ^13^C-detected experiments were recorded on a 700 μM 3-^19^F~13C~ Tyr-labelled MBP sample, at 600 MHz. The axes were transposed in (c) for easier comparison. (d) 1D ^19^F spectrum of MBP and (e) 1D ^13^C spectrum of MBP.](nihms-1520040-f0003){#F3}

![The ^13^C~F~ TROSY resolves all expected cross-peaks for 3-^19^F~13C~ Tyr-labelled MBP at 10 °C.\
Comparison of the ^1^H-^13^C (left) and ^19^F-^13^C (right) TROSYs of the 5-^1^H~13C~ and 3-^19^F~13C~ Tyr spin-pairs at 25 °C (spectra in the top panel) and 10 °C (spectra in the bottom panel).](nihms-1520040-f0004){#F4}

![^13^C~F~ TROSY resonances of the 180-kDa proteasome α~7~ single-ring particle.\
^19^F-^13^C TROSY spectra of the 180-kDa proteasome α7 single-ring particle recorded at 45 °C (τc = 66 ns, blue), 50 °C (τc = 60 ns, green) and 60 °C (τc = 50 ns, red), respectively.](nihms-1520040-f0005){#F5}

![TROSY selection of the narrowest component in ^19^F-^13^C correlation spectra of a 16-mer 5-fluorouracil-substituted DNA, at 5 °C.\
a) Coupled HSQC. In b) the top right "TROSY" component, and in c) the bottom left "anti-TROSY" component is selected. The spectra were recorded at 600 MHz, b and c are time-equivalent spectra with equivalent contour levels.](nihms-1520040-f0006){#F6}
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